QUESTION BANK
SUB:- MECHINCAL ENGG DROWING [
COURSE :-ME3E
Q.1] Questions of 13 marks [set Any one question ]
1.fig.below shows the front view,auiliary view and incomplete side view of an object draw the given
views and complete side view

2. Fig. shows the top view , incomplete front view and partial auxiliary of a bracket redraw the top view
and complete the front view

3.Front view ,partial right hand side view and partial auxiliary view is shown in fig. below draw the given
views and complete the R.H.S.V

4.Fig.below shows front view, incomplete top view and auxiliary view of an object. Redraw the front
view and complete the top view

5.Fig.below shows a front view and side view of an object i.e. L.H.S.V. draw the given views and project
an auxiliary top view, looking in the direction of X.

6.Fig.below shows the front view and side view of a block. Draw the given views and project an auxiliary
view in the direction of arrow M.

Q.2] Questions of 6 marks [set three questions solve Any two]
1] A vertical Square prism, base 50 mm side and height 90 mm is completely penetrated by a horizontal
square prism, base 35mm side and axis length 90 mm so their axes are 6mm apart .the axis of the
horizontal prism is parallel to the V.P while the faces of both prisms are equally inclined to the V.P draw
the projection of the prisms showing lines of intersection
2] A vertical square prism (side of base 50 mm and axis length 100 mm) has its vertical faces equally
inclined to the V.P. It is penetrated by another square prism (side of base 50mm and axis length 100mm)
so that its axis is parallel to H.P. and V.P. and is 12mm in front of the axis of the vertical prism. The faces
of penetrating prism are equally inclined to H.P. Draw the projections of the prism showing the lines of
intersection.

3) A vertical cylinder of 75mm diameter and axis height 90mm is penetrated by another cylinder of
50mm diameter and axis height100mm, the axis of which is parallel to both H.P. and V.P. The axes are
9mm apart. Draw the projections of two cylinders showing curves of intersection.
4) A vertical cylinder of 60mm diameter is penetrated by another cylinder of same size. The axis of both
the cylinders is 90mm long. The axis of penetrating cylinder is parallel to both H.P. and V.P. and is 10mm
away from the axis of the vertical cylinder. Draw the projections of two cylinders showing curves of
intersection.
5) A vertical cylinder of 50mm diameter and height 60mm is penetrated by another cylinder of base
diameter 40mm and axis length 90mm such that its axis is parallel to V.P. and bisects the axis of vertical
cylinder. Draw the projections showing curves of intersection.
6) A vertical cylinder of 75mm diameter and 100mm axis length is resting on its base on H.P. it is
penetrated by a horizontal square prism of 40mm side of base and 95mm axis length, the axis of which
is parallel to V.P. and bisects the axis of cylinder while its faces are equally inclined to H.P. Draw the
projections showing curves of intersection.
7) A circular cylinder with base diameter 60mm and axis length 60mm stands vertically on its base in
H.P. A square prism with sides of base 25mm, axis length 80mm penetrates horizontally such that its axis
is parallel to V.P. and 10mm away from the axis of vertical cylinder rand is 30mm above the base of the
cylinder. The faces of square prism are equally inclined with H.P. Draw the projections of solids with
curves of intersection.
8). A vertical square prism base 60mm side and axis height 100mm has one face inclined at 300 to V.P. It
is completely penetrated by a horizontal square prism of 45mm edge of base and 100mm long, faces of
which are equally inclined to H.P., axis of both prisms are parallel to V.P. and bisects each other. Draw
the projections of solids showing lines of intersection.

Chapter 1

1. Define allowance, clearance, interference and
deviation.
2. What is meaning of 25H7g8. What is type of fit?
3. Classify the fits.

4. Draw the symbols of flatness, symmetry, cylindricity,
concentricity
5. Draw symbols of straightness, circularity, angularity,
profile of line.
6. Draw conventional representation of fillet weld,
square butt, single U butt.
7. Draw machining symbol.
8. Calculate upper and lower limit size of 50H7/n6.
9. Draw conventional representation of straight bevel
butt weld, single V butt.

Chapter 2

1. Draw sectional front view from given details.(10 marks)

2.Draw sectional front view from given details. (10 marks)

3.Draw half sectional front view from given details. (10 marks)

Chapter 3

1.Draw front views of body, brass and cap from following assembly. (10 marks)

2.Draw front views of base,stem and jig plate from following assembly. (10 marks)

3.Draw front views of body,valve and cover from following assembly. (10 marks)

